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Peer Visitor Program 

• Peer visitor certification 

• One day certification seminar 

• Annual online recertification 

• Trainer certification 

• Three day certification seminar 

• Biannual online recertification 
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The Matching Process 

• Call our toll-free number or visit our 

website and complete a form to request a 

visit. 

• Peer matches are made according to 

geographical location, gender, level of 

limb loss and etiology. 

• Variety of peer visitors: civilian, military, 

veterans, parents and caregivers. 
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V.A. and Military  

Peer Support Program 

• Amputee Coalition has certified trainers 

in the major military hospitals and in all 

VISN’s of the V.A. 

• They certify individuals on a regular basis 

to provide peer support throughout the 

hospital systems. 
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Amputee Coalition  

Paddy Rossbach Youth Camp 

• Opportunity for children with limb loss or 

limb difference ages 10 – 17 to give and 

receive peer support 

• Counselors are also amputees and serve 

as adult role models 

• 100 children attended in 2011 

• Group discussion sessions as well as fun 

camp activities 
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Program Goals and Features 

 Peer mentors are people who are paralyzed, 
family members, caregivers and health 
professionals. 

 Our goal is to decrease social isolation and 
increase awareness of and access to information 
and resources for people who are paralyzed, 
family members and caregivers. 

 Peer mentors operate in hospital and community 
settings.  

 We’re recruiting a diverse pool of mentors so 
that we can match clients with peer mentors 
with similar backgrounds and experiences. 



Regional Territories 



Training and Certification 

Program 
 Application and 

background check 

 Hybrid training program 

with on-line modules and 

on-site training. 

 Periodic recertification 

 Train-the-Trainer program 

with ACA 



On-Line Training 

 Overview of the PFSP Program 

 About The Christopher and Dana Reeve 
Foundation 

 About The Paralysis Resource Center 

 Change and Re-discovery for People who 
are Paralyzed 

 Being an Effective Peer Mentor 

 Being an Ethical Peer Mentor 

 Important Factors in Communication 
Multiculturalism and Diversity 

 Rights and Benefits 



Resources For Peer Mentors 

PRC Website 

Resources 

Secure On-Line 

Community 

On-Line Access To 

Resources 



Mentoring for the MVP  
(Military & Veterans Program) 

 Currently designing on-line and on-site modules 

and resources for active-duty military and veterans 

who are paralyzed 

 Collaborating with United States Special Operations 

Command Care Coalition 
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Facebook 

http://facebook.com/spina.bifida.learn


Tween2Teen 

http://www.sbtween2teen.org/




Parent’s listserve 
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Basic Structure of the Living 

Well Program 
• 10-week, peer facilitated workshop 

• Groups of 8-10 

• Groups meet 2 hours per week 

• Peer facilitator guides the group through 
exercises in each of 10 chapters of a self-
help workbook 



Living Well Program Content 
• Goal-setting 

• Problem-solving 

• Healthy Reactions 

• Beating the Blues 

• Healthy 
Communication 

• Information Seeking 

• Physical Activity 

• Nutrition 

• Advocacy 

• Maintenance 



LWD Participant 

"Living Well is indeed a remarkable 

program...when you combine quality 

leaders with the input of other disabled 

group members an improvement in 

lifestyle is inevitable." 

 



Observations 

• CIL pre-requisite 

for peer mentors 

• Peer support in 

Mental Health 

Great Falls, MT 



Peer Support in Living Well (4th ed.) 

Chapter 2:  Problem-solving 
A peer is someone whose life experiences are 

similar to yours.  If you have a disability, a peer is 

someone who also has a disability.  Peer support 

lets people with less experience in living with a 

disability learn from people with more experience.  

Peer support can make you more confident about 

solving problems so you can reach your goal. 



Peer Support in Living Well (4th ed.) 

Chapter 4:  Beating the Blues 
It can be easier to admit that you’re discouraged 

to someone who has gone through the same 

struggles. That person probably got discouraged 

too.  If you have a disability, a peer is someone 

who has the same disability (blindness, a mobility 

impairment, emotional challenges, etc.).  People 

with disabilities often experience frustration 

related to their limitations. 



Peer Support in Living Well (4th ed.) 

Chapter 6:  Information Seeking 
Widen your perspective and expand your 

knowledge by asking informed people for 

additional information sources.  Your peers are 

often a great information resource.  If they don’t 

know much about your specific problem, they may 

know  others who do.  Ask one person, then 

network with others until you find the exact 

information you need. 



Training Peers 

• 41% of CILs use training materials to 

train peer mentors 

• Peer support works best when it is 

provided with some content area 

• LWD provides content training 

• LWD does not provide peer process 

training 



Three-Tiered model of Peer Training 
Peer Training a 3-session training 

introducing peers to peer 
support and how to tell 
our stories 

Peers will be able to offer 
basic peer support to others. 
They will understand the 
principles of peer support 
and will be able to tell their 
stories. 

Peer Support 
Training 

a 6-session training that 
delivers an introduction to 
the interpersonal skills 
needed by peers support 
workers 

Peers will be able to offer 
skilled peer support to 
others. Peers will know how 
to respond to the people 
they are helping. 

Peer Specialist 
Training 

a 3-session training that 
delivers information about 
psychiatric conditions that 
may be experienced by 
people with disabilities 

Peers will feel more 
confident in responding to 
the needs of people 
experiencing psychiatric 
conditions. 

 



Summary 

• Peer support emerges naturally when 

people get together. 

• Focusing on a common content, like 

problem-solving facilitates PS. 

• There are specific skills that can 

facilitate peer support effectiveness. 



To learn more about the Living Well 

program and peer support contact: 

Craig Ravesloot 
Rural Institute on Disabilities 

52 Corbin Hall, University of Montana 

Missoula, MT 59812                   

Phone: (406) 243-2992 

Email: craig.ravesloot@umontana.edu 

Website: www.livingandworkingwell.org 

http://www.livingwellweb.org/


Angela Weaver, MEd 



Healthy Lifestyles Structure  

• Implemented through CILs by trainers with 

disabilities 

• Highly interactive and experiential 

• Retreat-like workshop that meets on 3 

consecutive days 

• 6 months of support group meetings  

   (2 hours once a month) 

 



Healthy Lifestyles Wheel 



Support Groups 

• Opportunity to increase knowledge: 

– Speakers on specialized topics 

– Q&A 
 

• Opportunity for peer support: 

– Share successes 

– Discuss barriers and ways to overcome them 

– Create friendships and sense of community 
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Subscale Scores 

• Subscale scores showed improvement 

patterns similar to those for the total 

HPLP. 



Unanticipated Findings 

• Participants informally reported: 

– Weight loss 

– Increased energy 

– Increased mobility 

– Improved mood 

• After program-led support groups ended, 
some participants continued to meet on 
their own 

 

 



Pre/post/follow-up data 

• Significant increases in: 

– Healthy behaviors 

– Days felt very healthy and full of energy 

• Significant reductions in: 

– Secondary conditions 

– Days felt sad, blue, depressed 

– Days felt worried, tense, or anxious 

 



• For more information on OODH: 
   

 Angela Weaver, M.Ed 
 Oregon Office on Disability and Health 
 Oregon Health & Science University 
 707 SW Gaines Street 
 Portland, OR 97239 
 Email: weaverro@ohsu.edu 
 Phone: 503-494-1205 
    Web: http://www.ohsu.edu/oodh 
 

Contact Information: 

mailto:weaverro@ohsu.edu
http://www.ohsu.edu/oodh


Discussion 
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